Jap Attempt on Los Negros Halted by U.S.

The Los Negros were attacked by Japanese forces, but were repelled.
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**THE FACULTY VIEWS THE NEWS**

By PROF. J. A. CLARK

(Michigan Daily)

Lecture by Mortimer Adler's new book, "How to Think About War and Peace," made an impression on the faculty, according to the dean. He said that the book is "a philosophic work." The lecture was held in the Department of Philosophy.

**SPEAKING FOR MYSELF**

By BARBARA BONNELL

Students in general are encouraged to attend the newly formed organization, "The Campus View," which is being organized to serve as a mouthpiece for the faculty.

**INFORMATION**

**STUDIO THEATER**

Studio theater will be performed by the University Players, according to the administration. The play will be announced shortly.

**STUDENTS**

The administration has announced that all students are required to attend the first meeting of the year on the first day of classes.

**ENROLLMENT**

The enrollment for the fall semester is expected to be higher than ever before.
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Newest Addition

Addis Experience

adds to 310th CTD
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Newest addition to 310th CTD comes in at the Graduation Gala at Church. The new addition to the 310th CTD is Addis, who was presented by the University of Michigan. Addis is a new addition to the unit, and is expected to make a significant contribution to the unit's effectiveness.

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Will Initiate 12 New Members

Twelve new members will be initiated into Alpha Epsilon Rho national fraternity of the high school, according to Tom Harris, head of the fraternity. The initiates are: Mark Allen, Larry Lee, Dick Nihmack, Lexing, Steve Babcock, and Mike McConnell.

AWM

One hundred and forty members of the American War Mothers were present at the meeting of the local chapter, according to Mrs. H. W. Brown, president. The meeting was held in the American Legion Hall.

TAIL SPINNING

BY CHAN F. GELLERMAN

The wind in the west was strong enough to blow a man's hat off and make it difficult for him to stand. The wind was blowing so hard that it was difficult to see from one side of the street to the other.

ORPHEUM

TODAY AND FRIDAY

SATURDAY - SUNDAY - MONDAY

'It Ain't Hay'

with America and Canada

'Blazing Guns'

With Ken Meredith - Host Gibson

WEDNESDAY - SUNDAY

Spring

SPORT COATS

for the 'Mister' or the 'Misses'

New plaid and herringbone patterns in young men's finely tailored sportcoats. Suitable for girls who like the unusual.

$6.50 to $22.50

S. W. SMALL'S

211 So. Wash.
Post-War Domination by U.S. in Pacific to be Discussed

LONDON, March 8 (AP)—A guarantee of United States post-war domination of the Pacific in the form of island bases—stepping stones to security against future Japanese aggression—was reported to be one of the topics likely to be discussed in the forthcoming British-American talks here.

It is expected that this subject will be explored on a preliminary basis when Howard H. Metaxas, U. S. undersecretary of state, arrives here this morning for a review of the conference and discussions in great detail at public conferences at which Joseph C. Grew, former American ambassador to Japan, is likely to outline the United States' basic views.

The timeliness of the discussion is emphasized by the approach of a congressional debate on renewal of the lend-lease act, a subject which, on the basis of past experience, is due to prejudice a legislative demand for the organization of bases in advance of any peace conference.

Honorary to Hold Marriage Series

Merton Frant, senior woman's sophomore, will sponsor its annual marriage lecture series for seniors, starting here, according to Prof. Robert Taylor, Laper. Seniors will sign up for the course at spring registration.

Juniors who are interested in attending the lectures may fill out a petition which will be passed upon by the organization before an admittance card will be given.

A series of five lectures with guest speakers is being planned. Philosophy of marriage will be discussed in the first lecture on April 3. The second lecture on personality adjustment will be April 6. Biological aspects of marriage will be treated at meetings on April 10, and April 12.

Minority Leader

Finland Presents Formal Reply to Russian Terms

STOCKHOLM, March 8 (AP) — Finland has formally replied to Russia's peace terms, it was reported tonight, and Swedish circles speculated that the answer probably comes for an opportunity to negotiate such Finnish points as the interpretation of German troops now within Russian borders.

CLASSIFIED ADS

To Rent


Recently

A ROOM FOR A GIRL, furnished, in a pleasant home just outside of the city. Apply to Mrs. L. H. N. Bisby, 15 Riddargatan. Ten. per month.
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flexible to an opportunity to negotiate such Finnish points as the interpretation of German troops now within Russian borders.